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INTRODUCTION

The Austin market is growing faster than ever and even despite the challenges of the pandemic it’s one of the

fastest growing markets in the country (Exhibit 1).With the continuous growth of the city and the challenges

that come with COVID, Ad 2 Austin’s Operations strived to drive collaboration and grow our club to match

the growing market while also facing the challenge of the uncertain lingering effects of the rollercoaster ride

of COVID-19 and the delta variant. Through the ups and downs, the operations team was determined to build

back the interactions that were missed in the previous year and focused on 3 goals:

GOALS FOR THE 2021-2022 YEAR

I. Recruit a strong board and push for strong committee planning to better set up the club for success in

the current board year and the coming years.

II. Support strong fiscal responsibility through a detailed budget breakdown and sponsorship evolution.

III. Develop a strong leadership organization and drive cross team collaboration to enhance engagement.

I.  Goal 1: Recruit a strong board and push for continuous committee planning to better set up the club for

success in the current board year and the coming years.

Method 1: Executive team and board layout, no team’s of 1

Strategy: A strong team is essential to a successful board year and since Ad 2 is a volunteer based

organization, team involvement can become touch and go. With that in mind the largest focus for the

president this year was not having any team’s of 1 to allow adequate support across teams. Our outreach for

these teams consisted of recruiting from the past year’s board based on interest and capabilities, LinkedIn

personal reach out (Exhibit 2) and social media (Exhibit 3).

Execution: To start, Ad 2 Austin’s immediate past president created a survey (Exhibit 4) of the past year’s

chairs and added to those survey results with notes about each chair in order to better inform the current

president’s decisions for each committee role. From there, the president conducted 1:1 interviews with all



past year’s committee chairs (Exhibit 5) to get a better understanding of what their hopes for the future of Ad

2 are as well as understand where they see themselves fit in the 2021 - 2022 board year. Other than utilizing

the current contacts, LinkedIn searching was done based on people’s locations, and roles.

Results: Ad 2 Austin recruited an executive team that consisted of two VP’s focused on different initiatives

throughout the club. Outside of the executive team each committee needed to have at least two chairs, while

work-heavy committees needed three. A total of 19 chairs were recruited. These chairs were able to recruit

their own committee members to help support their efforts and avoid burnout. The Ad 2 executive team

found recruitment to be a success because there were not any team’s of one but recruitment wasn’t without

any challenges. There was a drop off in chair engagement about halfway through the year which required

certain chairs to be removed from the board but the team used the Mid-Year board retreat (Goal III, Method

3) in order to re-engage chairs who may have lost focus. Finally, including committee members the 2021 -

2022 board was the largest board in the past 5 years: 40 total board members with 4 executive team

members, 19 board chairs, and 15 committee members. (Exhibit 6)

Method 2: College partnerships

Strategy: To continue to support Ad 2 Austin’s programs and membership, the executive team determined a

need to increase partnerships with colleges in the Austin area.

Execution: The AAF Austin chapter recruited a professor at Texas State, Clay Craig (Exhibit 7). This

contact allowed the club to immediately start the board year with a close partnership with the Texas State

Advertising Club including speaking at their two club kickoffs at the beginning of each semester (Exhibit 8).

The team also reached out to contacts at The University of Texas at Austin, Austin Community College

(Exhibit 10), and Huston Tillotson University.

Results: The Texas State partnership was the most successful partnership throughout the year. We had 106

Texas State students (Exhibit 11) who signed up for our joint AAF TX State and Ad 2 membership and

continuous events with Texas State throughout the year. The partnership also resulted in a Texas State student

becoming an Education Co-chair (Exhibit 12) which drove our Texas State participation at events. Although



the club reached out to other colleges, the club was not able to create a consistent contact at the other

colleges. There was progress made because the club identified a platform most colleges are using, Handshake

(Exhibit 13), and the incoming president and executive team will explore this in the next board year as a way

to find an easy way to connect with colleges.

Method 3: Transition planning for incoming president

Strategy: As the Ad 2 board year came to its halfway point, the club president pivoted to transition planning

for the 2022 - 2023 board year. To do this, the president intended to use the executive board structure to

transition a vice president to the president role in the coming year. The president is also in the process of

creating transition documents to help the incoming president better understand a roadmap to presidency, what

worked and what didn’t work, and ways to move the board moving forward.

Execution: The executive team is structured with two Vice Presidents (VP’s) so that each of the VP’s can

gain more experience in the overall board structure and operations and so that there would be a clear

successor for the presidency. The president will also be using the past year’s president’s onboarding

document (Exhibit 14) and schedule (Exhibit 15) as a base. The president will be creating a 30/60/90 day

plan for the incoming president so that the 2022-2023 incoming president can have everything they need in a

neat checklist that will help set a base for a solid presidency.

Results: Even with the executive team structure, none of the VP’s had the capacity to continue to presidency

in the coming year. The current president is still working on recruiting an incoming president but has

identified two candidates who are interested. If a president cannot be identified, the current president will

also be offering an option for co-presidency in the incoming year. No matter who is identified as incoming

president, the transition documents will provide a solid base to help onboard an incoming president.

II.  Goal 2: Support strong fiscal responsibility through a detailed budget breakdown and sponsorship

evolution.

Method 1: Board Year Budget



Strategy: Because the club was on the trajectory to grow its board and to better organize finances to support

club program expansion efforts, the president set out to create a detailed budget report at the beginning of the

year based on the past year’s income and expenses and the projected growth in the coming year.

Execution: In previous years, the budget was handled solely by AAF but this year, the president desired to

have a more granular budget breaking out income by membership and specific programs (Exhibit 16) and the

planned expenses for the year (Exhibit 17). In order to also budget for upcoming conferences and larger scale

events, the president also broke down expenses and actuals of Mid-Year retreat, Admerica, and 32 Under 32

(Exhibit 18).

Results: With the challenges of COVID and its variants, the club found that in-person events were not as

profitable as originally planned. The budget helped the club determine how to allocate and revise income and

expense plans throughout the year. With the challenges of program profitability, the executive team worked

with the sponsorship committee to pivot the focus of profits to sponsors.

Method 2: Sponsorship

Strategy: To pivot profitability of the club away from our programs, the executive team worked with the

sponsorship team to create a new sponsorship structure for sponsorships.

Execution: The sponsorship team revised the sponsorship structure to focus on a large annual sponsor tier to

better set the club up for success (Exhibit 19). In order to also drive sponsorship for our 32 Under 32 event,

the team spent time during our mid-year retreat sending out a blast to the team’s networks about

sponsorships. (Exhibit 20).

Results: The team was able to get a sponsor for all of our happy hours and currently have $2000 obtained for

our 32 Under 32 event. The sponsorship team has also received interest from a handful of interested

companies (Exhibit 21) for annual sponsorships.

III. Goal 3: Develop strong leading organization principles that drive cross team collaboration to enhance

engagement.

Method 1: Pre-board year planning sprint.



Strategy: In order to start off the year strong, this year’s president wanted to start the year by working with

the executive team - immediate past president and two vice presidents on hopes and worries for the years,

intended goals, and a yearly calendar. The executive team met in a two week sprint before the board year was

kicked off in order to walk through framing questions (Exhibit 22), start a 2021 - 2022 playbook, create the

working programs calendar, and budget for the year (Goal II).

Execution: To better understand leadership’s hopes for the year, the executive team met and discussed six

framing questions (Exhibit 23) that would better help inform what was worked on during the board kickoff as

well as help the president understand how to best serve the executive team. The team also worked on an Ad 2

Austin playbook that included a summary of the club’s mission, resources, and expectations that could be

referenced back to throughout the year. This would be a living document that housed outputs from our board

kickoff session and committee specific goals (Exhibit 24). The executive team also worked on a programs

calendar (Exhibit 25) in order to understand the potential layout of each committee's duties and programs

throughout the year.

Results: Through this planning, the president was able to create clear workstreams that drove toward

actionable board year planning. Through the work that was done on the programs calendar, the programs

team had a clear understanding of what was on the radar to prepare their team and look into venues. A brand

new creative brief (Exhibit 26) was created that each team was required to submit at least 6 weeks prior to an

event in order to drive clarity for the communications committee and which also helped drive priority with

our limited designers. Board contracts were also created (Exhibit 27) which helped set clear roles,

responsibilities, and expectations for the incoming board members. Finally, our time helped set the

foundation for a collaborative board kickoff.

Method 2: Board Kickoff

Strategy: With a clear set of aspirations for the board year and a board to kickoff, the president created an

action packed collaborative working session for the board that consisted on an introduction to the club and

five sets of drills focused around one challenge statement:



How might we increase engagement and excitement in the local advertising scene for members and

Austin-are advertising professionals and students in a way that reflects Austin’s welcoming spirit and

creative ambition so that we attract more growth and better serve our community.

The board convened in-person for a four hour collaboration session, called a blitz, that was required by all

board chairs and optional for committee members. (Exhibit 28) The blitz was powered by Think Wrong

(Exhibit 29) methodology in order to get the board thinking out of their normal way to solve problems and to

be generative vs trying to solve. The layout of the blitz focused on understanding the current and future

trajectory of the club and what could push us toward that desired future state.

Execution: The blitz began with a standard introduction of Ad 2 Austin (Exhibit 30), the executive team

(Exhibit 31), committee layout (Exhibit 32), board responsibilities (Exhibit 33), communications (Exhibit

34), and walking through the new creative brief. (Exhibit 35) Once a very brief intro was discussed, the team

then spent the rest of the time together on their feet, with sticky notes in hand. The team began by plotting

the current state of Ad 2 Austin: the good, the bad, and the ugly. (Exhibit 36) From there, the team plotted

where they saw the trajectory of Ad 2 Austin in 2-3 years (Exhibit 37) and the “anchors” and “rockets” that

could either bring us back down to the status quo or push us up towards our aspirations. (Exhibit 38). The

team went into additional drills that focused on the team’s biggest aspirations (Exhibit 39) and the who, what,

when, where, why of how to accomplish these ideas (Exhibit 40). After a four hour session, the team finished

the frenzy of collaboration with a final drill that allowed each person to speak about the one thing that really

stuck out to them during our time together. (Exhibit 41)

Results: Coming out of the blitz, we aligned on five overarching covenants that we used throughout the year

as theme lines (Exhibit 42): “Be the Austin Advertising charcuterie,” “Own the brand,” “Collaborate to

#win,” “Celebrate the small victories,” “Cultivate your ideas for a healthy garden.”

We also summarized each drill into one slide summary for each drill (Exhibit 43).  The blitz was the kickstart

the board needed to write their own committee goals for the year (Exhibit 44) and drove high board



engagement in the beginning of the year. Unfortunately with the back and forth with in-person vs virtual post

kickoff, we lost some of that engagement but found new ways to enliven the team in a mid-year retreat.

Method 3: Mid-Year Retreat

Strategy: As the year turned colder and the board was forced back inside because of Omicron the board lost

the same motivation they had in the beginning of the board year. In order to re-engage the board, the

president convened a virtual collaborative session in a mid-year retreat to re-orient toward the work the team

did at the beginning of the year, understand our audience, and ways the club could better serve our

membership. The team used a virtual collaborative tool called Mural (Exhibit 45) that still kept the energy

up, the sticky notes in hand (or mouse), and everyone generating together in a Zoom call. We focused our

time on the following challenge statement:

How might we expand on the benefits of Ad 2 for the variety of our audiences in a way that builds

upon our values so that we create a welcoming environment for our members to grow their careers.

The objective of this blitz was to get a better understanding of the variety of people in Ad 2 Austin’s

membership so that we could better communicate our values to them.

Execution: To avoid Zoom burnout the club focused it’s time on 6 drills in a two hour time period. First the

team focused on three audiences the executive team narrowed down: Students, young professionals,

corporate HR reps handling corporate memberships. All chairs envisioned the types of things that they think,

say, do and feel to get a better understanding of who they are (Exhibit 46). Once the team aligned on the

personas of those audiences, the team focused on the benefits that Ad 2 provides each of those audiences

(Exhibit 47) and how best to speak to them (Exhibit 48). To close the retreat, the team focused on their

aspirations on Ad 2’s future to gain any additional inspiration and thoughts for the future of the club (Exhibit

49).

Results: There were a total of 16 board chairs (Exhibit 50) that joined mid-year retreat that all left fresh eyed

and inspired (Exhibit 51). The board recap (Exhibit 52) focused on 4 overarching takeaways that we should



think about when it comes to Ad 2’s membership: Yell it from the rooftops (Exhibit 53), push virtual

interaction (Exhibit 54), Network our brand (Exhibit 55), and use Mural moving forward (Exhibit 56).

Method 3: Touchbase meetings

Strategy: Other than the retreats, in order to keep the board focused, the operations team implemented bi

annual meetings with each chair as well as weekly meetings with the executive team to keep visibility high.

These meetings helped re-orient the team toward the goals set out at the beginning of the year (Exhibit 57).

Execution: Each of the chairs were posed 2 questions: “How are you feeling about your time in Ad 2?”

“What can I do to help make your experience better?” The president used these questions to better

understand any updates in the chair's lives and careers and to figure out ways to support chairs moving

forward. The president also posed ways that the club could utilize certain chairs’ time better so that the chairs

could better understand how the operations team needed each chair to focus their time for the rest of the year.

Results: Each of the chairs provided a candid conversation (Exhibit 58) and through these 1:1’s the president

was able to focus certain chair’s times and level set on resourcing through the rest of the year based on each

person’s capacity.

CONCLUSION

Although the year wasn’t as we envisioned at the beginning of the year, we learned to pivot to increase the

value toward the future of the club. Just like what the team learned in the board year kickoff blitz, we

“celebrated the small victories” throughout the year: chairs who became best friends, teams who came

together even from far apart, and we “collaborated to #win” which is a true success in our books.



Exhibit 1: Austin Market Growth

Exhibit 2: LinkedIn Reach Out

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/23/business/austin-real-estate-rebound.html


Exhibit 3: Social Media
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Exhibit 6:

Current Year’s Board: 40 board members



2022 - 2021 Board Year: 20 board members

2019 - 2020 Board Year: 18 board members



2018 - 2019 Board Year: 17 board members

2017 - 2018 Board Year: 11 board members
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Exhibit 45 - Mural

Mural Board:

https://app.mural.co/t/ad2austin7128/m/ad2austin7128/1642644066715/f9d7edde7bcf0e7c10e1a7a2ac6db59

b9f5c120c?sender=u0c2782a10c729c4ecf450951

https://app.mural.co/t/ad2austin7128/m/ad2austin7128/1642644066715/f9d7edde7bcf0e7c10e1a7a2ac6db59b9f5c120c?sender=u0c2782a10c729c4ecf450951
https://app.mural.co/t/ad2austin7128/m/ad2austin7128/1642644066715/f9d7edde7bcf0e7c10e1a7a2ac6db59b9f5c120c?sender=u0c2782a10c729c4ecf450951
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